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You meet your
group and agree
on how to work
together

You get stuck on 
your task so you
ask your group
for help

You find out your
group has met
without you

You complain
about your group
to other classmates

You make changes
to the group plan
without discussion

You’ve had no
contact with the
group for two
weeks. What
is going on?

Your group
is powering
through
the task

A group member
drops out and takes
their work with them

Your group’s planning
and delegating is
motivating
everyone

Congratulations!
You’ve made it
through!

The group
progress on the task
is ahead of schedule

Two group members
have started fighting

All of the group
checks the final 
draft

Your group arranges
a meeting to discuss
roles and the task

No one can find
time to meet as a
group each week

In a group meeting,
you encourage
the quietest member
to speak up

Your group creates
a timeline for doing
the task

Your group is sharing
readings and research
with each
other

Oops! Some of your
group haven’t turned
up for the
presentation

Everyone’s on track
to finish on time

You’ve been left to
put the final task
together by
yourself

Everyone in the group
has created their own
versions of the task

You find out a group
member hasn’t
started their part yet

The group has
agreed to regular
meetings

One group member
has decided to “fix”
everyone’s
works

You don’t like group-
work because you’ve
always had bad
experiences

Instructions: The purpose of this game is to 
be the first to make it through. Snakes are 
hazards that will send you backwards and 
ladders will give you an advantage.
Play with 2–6 people.

Basic version: (1) Find objects to use as counters 
and dice (hint: search for an app that you can 
download). (2) Decide who will go first, second, 
etc. (3) On your turn, roll the dice and advance 
your counter the correct number of squares.

Advanced version: Play as a team 
against other teams. No team wins 
until every member is over the 
line! Think of strategies you can 
use to help your team succeed.
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